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Introduction

Aldosray [1] introduced the concept of quasi-artinian Lie algebras generalizing those of soluble Lie algebras and artinian Lie algebras, that is, Lie algebras
satisfying the minimal condition for ideals, and left an open question asking
whether a semisimple quasi-artinian Lie algebra is always artinian. On the other
hand, he introduced the concept of quasi-artinian groups in an analogous way
and noted that the corresponding results mentioned in [1] hold for groups.
Subsequently Kubo and Honda [2] provided a negative answer to the question
above, and moreover gave a condition under which quasi-artinian Lie algebras
are soluble (resp. artinian).
In this paper, following the paper [2] we construct a semisimple quasi-artinian
group which is neither soluble nor artinian and give a condition under which
quasi-artinian groups are soluble (resp. artinian).
We shall prove in Section 2 that the class of quasi-artinian groups is countably
recognizable (Proposition 2.2) and that a subgroup with finite index in a quasiartinian group is quasi-artinian under some conditions (Proposition 2.3). In
Section 3 we shall prove that every residually (ω)-central quasi-artinian group is
soluble (Theorem 3.3) and that every residually commutable quasi-artinian group
is hyperabelian (Theorem 3.7). The main result of Section 4 is that a quasiartinian group G is artinian if and only if for each normal subgroup N of G G/N
satisfies the minimal condition on abelian normal subgroups (Theorem 4.2). In
Section 5 we shall give examples showing that the class of quasi-artinian groups
is not E-closed (i.e. P-closed) and is not sn-closed.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Professor S. Togo for his
encouragement.

1.
y

Let G be a group. As usual, x =y~lxy and [x, y] = x~1y~ίxy, [x, y, z] =
[[x, >>], z] for x, y, z e G. We write inductively

Όί(xί,x2) = [x 1? x 2 ],
D» +I (XI,.», x2,+ι) = [D-(X!,..., x2n), D»(x2n+1,..., x2n+1)]

(n > 1),
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where each x f e G . For non-empty subsets X, Y, Z of G, we write Xγ = (xy:
xeX,yeYy,
[X, 7] = <[x, y]: x e X , j e Y>, \X9 7, Z] = [[X, Y], Z]. We
also write H<G, #<ιG and H<ιnG if # is a subgroup, a normal subgroup and an
n-step subnormal subgroup of G respectively. We denote by CoreG H the core
of H in G, that is, the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H. For an
ordinal α we denote by G(α), Cα(G) the α-th terms of the (transfinite) derived and
upper central series of G respectively. These are inductively defined by G<0) = G,
G<«+υ = [G(«>, G<«>] and G< A ) = n α < A G< α ) for any limit ordinal λ; ζQ(G) = l,
C1(G) = the centre of G, Cα+ι(G)/Cα(G) = Cι(G/Cα(G)) and ίA(G) = W α < Λ C α (G) for
any limit ordinal λ. The upper central series of G terminates and the terminal
subgroup is called the hypercentre of G.
Let X be a class of groups. A subgroup H of a group G is called a <3nXsubgroup (resp. <ι"-subgroup) of G if H<3nG and He3E (resp. #<dwG). Min,
Min-<ι and Min-<3"£ are the classes of groups satisfying the minimal condition
for subgroups, normal subgroups and <aw£-subgroups respectively. The groups
in the class Min-<ι are called artinian groups. g, Sϊ and ^P are the classes of
finite, abelian and periodic groups respectively. E(<I")$Ϊ is the class of groups G
which have an ascending abelian series of <a"-subgroups of G, i.e., an ascending
series l = G0<ιG1<] Gα = G in which each factor Gβ+1/Gβ is abelian and each
Gβ is a <ι "-subgroup of G. In particular έ(<ι)2I is called the class of hyperabelian groups.
For a class 3E of groups the classes

s3E, sn£, EΪ, RΪ, QΪ, L£
are defined as follows: G e s£ (resp. SΠ3E) if G is a subgroup (resp. normal subgroup) of an X-group. GEE£ if G has a finite series l = G0<ιG1<] <]Gπ = G
in which each factor Gί+ JGi belongs to X. G e κ3E if to each non-trivial element
x of G there corresponds a normal subgroup N(x) not containing x such that
G/JV(x)e3E. GeqX if G is a homomorphic image of an ϊ-group. GeiJE if
every finite subset of G is contained in an «£-subgroup. In particular E$I is the
class of soluble groups and is also denoted by 6. The groups in the class RΪ
(resp. LΪ) are called residually (resp. locally) X-groups. When A is one of s, SM,
E, R, Q, L, we say that a class 3E of groups is A-closed if AΪ = 3E. P and H are also
used instead of E and Q respectively.
A group G is said to be semisimple if G has no non-trivial subnormal abelian
subgroups.
Let H be a subgroup of a group G. We introduce a new notation: H e
qmin-G if for every descending chain Nί^N2^-" of normal subgroups of G
contained in H there exist r, seN such that [G(r), NJ^AΓ Π for any n>l, or
equivalently there exists meN such that [G(m), N m ]^ΛΓ π for any n>l. Then
we have a useful result.
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LEMMA 1.1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. If there exists meN
such that G (m) = G(ω), then the following are equivalent:
(1) H e qmin-G.
(2) The set {[G<m>, N]: N<H and N^G} satisfies the minimal condition.
(3) For every descending chain Nί^N2^'- of normal subgroups of G
contained in H, the descending chain [G(m), JV 1 ]^[G (m) , 7V2]Ξ>
terminates.
PROOF.
(1)=>(2): Let 7Vf be a normal subgroup of G contained in H for any i>l
and suppose that [M, ΛΓJ^M, JV 2 ]^ . Since #e qmin-G, there exists an
integer n > 1 such that [G<">, [M, NJ] c [M, NJ for any ί. By using the three
subgroup lemma we have
[M, ΛΓJ c [M, NΛ, M] c [G<»>, [M, JVJ] £ [M, AΓJ

for any i > n.

(2)=>(3) is trivial.
(3)=>(1): Let Nί^N2'^"' be a descending chain of normal subgroups of
G contained in //. Then there exists n e N such that [M, AΓJ = [M, JV Π+ J = .
Therefore we have [M, JVJ = Λf = 1 [M, JVJ c nΓ=ι N,.
A group G is said to be quasi-artinian if Ge qmin-G. We denote by
qmin-<] the class of quasi-artinian groups. We note that if G is quasi-artinian
then there exists meN such that G<m) = G(ω). Hence as a special case of Lemma
1.1 we obtain
COROLLARY 1.2. The following are equivalent:
(1) G is quasi-artinian.
(2) There exists meN such that G<m> = G<ω>, and the set {[G(m), N]:
JV<ιG} satisfies the minimal condition.
(3) There exists m e N such that G(m) = G(ω), and for every descending chain
Nί^N2^" of normal subgroups of G, the descending chain [G(m), N^^.
(m)
[G , JV 2 ]^
terminates.
(4) There exists meN such that for every descending chain Nί'Ξ>N2:ΞΞ>
of normal subgroups of G, the descending chain [G<m), NJ^CG^, JV 2 ]^
terminates.
The equivalence of (1), (3) and (4) in the statement of Corollary 1.2 was
shown by Aldosray [1, Theorem 3.1] and the equivalence of (1) and (2) is a group
analogue of [2, Proposition 1.1].

2.
In this section we shall state several results on quasi-artinian groups.
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qmin-o is Q-closed ([1, Theorem 3.2(i)]) but is not E-closed (Example 5.1).
However we know the following fact.
LEMMA 2.1 ([1, Theorem 3.2(ii)]). Let N<ιG. Then Geqmin-<] if one of
the following holds:
(a) N e qmin-<] and G/N e E9I.
(b) N e qmin-G and G/N e qmin-<ι.
(c) N e Min-o and G/N e qmin-<ι.
Let 3E be any class of groups. We recall that LNOΪ is the class of groups G
such that every countable subset of G is contained in an X-subgroup of G. X is
called countably recognizable if X is L^-closed, that is, 3E = L^03E. It is well known
that many interesting classes of groups which are not L-closed are L^-closed
(cf. [6, pp. 104-110]). For example, ESI, 91, Max, Max-o, Min, Min-<a, etc.
are countably recognizable. Though qmin-<ι is not L-closed (Remark 3.9)
we have
PROPOSITION 2.2.

qmin-<i is countably recognizable.

PROOF. Let G^qmin-<ι. It follows from Corollary 1.2 that for any
meN there exists a descending chain N1>N2> - of normal subgroups of G
such that [G<m>, NJ>[G<m>, Nί+ί] for any / > ! . Choose xt to be any element
of [G<m), Ni]\[G<m>, N f+1 ]. Now we can write Xi = Πj[yij9 n^J where y^e
G(m), nij-eNi and εij=±l. Since G(m) = (Dm(gί9...9 g2>n) ^eG> we can also
write yij = Πk Όm(gijkί,...9 gijk2m). Let X be a subgroup of G which contains the
countable set {nij9 gijkl}ij>kil. Since x f e [Z<m>, X n NJ\DY<"°, X ΠN I+1 ], we
have [_X^m\ X{\N^>\_X^m\ X n J V ί + 1 ] for any i>l. Hence X^qmin-^ by
Corollary 1.2 and so G^L^0(qmin-<ί). It follows that qmin-<a is countably
recognizable.
The class of artinian groups Min-<3 is not s-closed and is not even sn-closed
(cf. [5, p. 153]). However Wilson showed that a subgroup with finite index in
an artinian group is artinian (cf. [5, Theorem 5.21] or [7, 3.1.8]). Though qmin<ι is not sπ-closed (Example 5.2), we shall show that a subgroup with finite index
in a quasi-artinian group is quasi-artinian under some conditions.
DEFINITION. We say that a group G has the property (P) if \_A, B] n \_A, C] =
\A, B n C] holds for any three normal subgroups A, B, C of G.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a quasi-artinian group and let H be a subgroup
with finite index in G. //G/Core G H is soluble and CoτeGH has the property
(P), then H is quasi-artinian.
PROOF.

Suppose that #^qmin-<ι.

Set C = CoreG#. Then C is of finite
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index in G. Since HjC is soluble Lemma 2.1 implies that C^qmin-<ι. By
hypothesis there exists me^Vsuch that G^ = G^ω^C. Hence we have G<m> =
C<m), say N. Since C^ qmin-C it follows from Corollary 1.2 that there exists a
minimal element [JV, X] of the non-empty set {\_N, L]: L<ιG, L<C and L^
qmin-C}.
Let & be the set of all non-empty finite subsets X of G with the following
property: if
X1>X2>. .

(1)

is a strictly descending chain of C-admissible subgroups of K such that [N, K^\ >
[N, K2]> , then

[tf , X] = [N, Xf]

(2)

for all ί. Let Tbe a transversal to C in G. Then G = CT. For any chain (1)
the relation Xj<aC implies that Xf<αG. Also K?<K since J£<ιG and so
[N, X?K[#, X]. If lN,κn<[N,K]9 then AT e qmin-C by minimality of
[N, K] and therefore [W, KJ ] = [AΓ, KJ.+1] = . . for somej>i, in view of Lemma
1.1. By this contradiction [N, Kΐ] = [N, K] for all i. Thus Te^ and ^ is
not empty.
We now select a minimal element X of ^. If x e X, then Xx'1 e ^ because
N, X<ιG. Therefore Zx"1 is a minimal element of &> containing 1. Hence we
may assume that 1 e X. Now if X = {!}, the equation (2) shows that K e qmin-C.
It follows that X has at least two elements. Consequently the set
Y=X\{1}
is non-empty. Therefore Ύ does not belong to &* by minimality of X.
For any chain (1) we define

^ = Ki n Kl
β

β

Now K .oC = C for all g in G and so L^C. Also Li>Li+ί and [JV, LJ>
[N, Lί+1]. Suppose that [N, LJ = [N, Lί+1]. Since Xeέf, we must have

n [N, κf+1]=[ΛΓ, xj n [N, xl+1xr+ι]
l+1][w, xf+1])=[N, xl+1]([N, xj n
= [N, Kί+ J [N, Xf n Xf +1 ] £ [N, X l +1] [N, LJ = [N, X <+
using that C has the property (P). Thus [N, XJ = [N, Xί+ι], which is not the
case. Hence [AT, LJ>[JV, L ί+1 ] for all i. Therefore [N, X] = [N, Lf] for all
i, which shows that
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IN, x j = [jv, KJ n [AT, Lf] = [N, x j n ([#, LJ [ΛΓ,
= [AT, LJ ([N, JCJ n [N, LΠ) £ [AT, LJ .
Hence [ΛΓ, XJ = [AT, LJ. By definition of Lt it follows that

[N, KU = IN, Kft = [N, K]
for all z, and so Ye ^, which is a contradiction.
3.

In this section we shall first give classes 3E of groups such that qmin-<a n 3E =
ESI, and secondly give classes 2) of groups such that qmin-<ι n 9)<E(<α)SI.
A group G is said to be residually central if

x $ [G, x]
for each non-trivial element x of G. We denote by 5R the class of residually central
groups. 91 is s, L and R-closed and every Z-group is residually central. So
L?l<9l. Following [2], we generalize the notion of residually central groups.
DEFINITION.

We say that a group G is residually (ω)-central if

for each non-trivial element x of G, and denote by 5R(oo) the class of residually
(ω)-central groups. It is clear that 9ί(oo) is s and R-closed and that REΦί U 5R < 9t(oo)
But 91(00) is not L-closed (see the statement after Remark 3.5).
We first prove a simple result.
LEMMA 3.1. Let H be a subgroup of a group G and let Z be a subgroup oj
G
the centralizer of H in G. If x is an element in G such that xe\_H, x] Z\Z,
G
G
then there is a non-trivial element c of [H, x~] such that ce [H, c] .
G

PROOF. By hypothesis we can write x = cz where ce\H, x~] and zeZ.
Since x^Z, we see that cφ\. Let h be any element of H. Then

[Λ, x] = [Λ, z] [Λ, cγ = [/ι, c]«.
Hence c e [H, x]G = [H, c]G.
Since all free groups are residually nilpotent (cf. [7, 6.1.9]), 9ϊ(oo) is not
Q-closed. However there is the following weak form of Q-closedness.
PROPOSITION 3.2.

Let G be a residually (ώ)-central group and let N be a
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normal subgroup of G contained in the hypercentre of G.
such that G(π) = G(ω), then G/N is residually (ω)-central.

If there exists neN

PROOF. LetZ α = £α(G). Since N is contained in the hypercentre of G, it is
sufficient to prove that G/N n Zα is residually (ω)-central for every ordinal α.
Suppose that α is the first ordinal for which this is false. Then α>0 and there
exists an element x such that x e [G(π), x]G(N n Zα) but x^N n Zα. Assume that
α is not a limit ordinal. Then x(N n Z α _ 1 ) does not belong to N Γ) ZJN Π ZΛ-ι
which is a subgroup of the centre of G/N n Z α _ 1? but it does belong to

n zα_ !>(«), X(ΛΓ n z^χp/^^-^ΛΓ n zβ/jv n Z..O .
Lemma 3.1 may therefore be applied to the group G/JV n Z α _t and we conclude that
this group is not residually (ω)-central. By this contradiction α is a limit ordinal
and x e [G<">, x]G(N n Z^) for some β<α. But G/ΛΓ n Zβ is residually (ω)-central,
and so x e N n Zβ < N n Zα, our final contradiction.
Now we shall give the first of main results in this section, which is a group
analogue of [2, Theorem 2.3].
THEOREM 3.3.

qmin-o n 3£ = E5I for

any

class 3E of groups such that

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that qmin-<ι n5R (oo) <E8i. Suppose that
there exists a group G such that Geqmin-o n 5R(oo)\E3I. Put N = G«°\ Then
1^AT = G(Π) for some neN. Since- JV is perfect we have ζί(N) = ζ2(N)<N,
owing to the Grun's lemma. We note that x^ [N, x]Gd(ΛΓ) for any x e N\ζι(N).
In fact, if xe [N, x]Gd(N) then since d(JV)<CG(JV) it follows from Lemma 3.1
that there exists a non-trivial c e [JV, c]G, which implies that G is not residually
(ω)-central. Now take x^N^^N). As d(N) = C2(N) we have d(ΛO<[ΛΓ,
^ι]GCι (N). Next we take x2 e [N, Xi] G d(AO\Ci(AO. Then we also have CiC/V) <
[N, x2]GCi(N). By repeating this procedure, we can find a sequence (Xi)S=ι of
elements of JV\d(N) such that for any integer z > 1
x^C^xJ^JV)

and x^ieC^xJ^N).

Put Ni=[N, Xi]GCι(N) Then N4<αG and Ni>Nί+ί for any ί>l. Since G is
quasi-artinian, there exists m e TV such that [AT, Nm~]^Nm+i. Using the three
subgroup lemma we obtain that
[N, xm]G £ [JV, xm, N]G s pvm, TV] c JV m + 1 .
Therefore Nm=[_N, x m ] G Cι(^)^^V m +ι» which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY 3.4. (1) qmnxα n 9t<
(2) Min-<ι n5R ( o
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REMARK 3.5. As a finite residually central group is nilpotent (cf. [6, p. 7])
we see that qmin-<ι n 9ί <E9ί. By considering an infinite cyclic group we also see
that Min-o n 5R(oo)<E9I.
Corollary 3.4 indicates that every locally nilpotent quasi-artinian group is
soluble. But locally soluble quasi-artinian groups need not be soluble. In fact,
McLain [3] constructed a locally soluble artinian group which is not soluble.
However we shall later obtain that a locally soluble quasi-artinian group is hyperabelian. To do this we need the following
LEMMA 3.6 (Baer). A group G is hyperabelίan if and only if given two
sequences x0, xl9... and yθ9 y l v .. of elements of G such that

there is an integer m>0 such that x m =l.
PROOF. See [5, Theorem 2.15].
A group G is said to be residually commutable if given a pair of non-trivial
elements a and b, there exists a normal subgroup N of G which contains [α, b]
but does not contain both a and b. We denote by 5R0 the class of residually commutable groups. 5R0 is s, R and L-closed and every S7-group is residually commutable. So LE2l<9ί0. It is well known that a residually commutable artinian
group is hyperabelian (cf. [6, Theorem 8.15]). Now we can strengthen this
result. Namely we show the second of main results in this section.
THEOREM 3.7. A residually commutable quasi-artinian group is hyperabelian.
PROOF. Let G be residually commutable and quasi-artinian. Suppose that
G is not hyperabelian. By making use of Lemma 3.6 we see that there exist
two sequences of elements of G x0, x l v .. and yθ9 yi9... such that

1 φ x ί + 1 = [xί5 yί9 xj
for each integer ΐ>0. It is easily seen that x ί eG ( ί ) for any ΐ>0. Let N0 = G
and JV 1 = G(1). Suppose that for ΐ > l we have constructed a normal subgroup
Ni of G containing x f such that

Now, since each x7 Φ 1, we see that [x, , y^^l. Since G is residually commutable,
there is a normal subgroup N of G such that x ί+ ι = [x/, yi9 xJeJV, but N does
not contain both xt and [xf, yj. On the other hand, we also have x ί + i e
(ί)
[G<'>, NJ. So, set W / + 1 = [G , N J n Λ Γ . Then x ί + 1 eJV ί + 1 and Ni>Ni+ί
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since either xt or [xί5 j J belongs to N^N. This construction produces an infinite
descending chain of normal subgroups
•••aCGί'-^ty-J^a^
Consequently ([G^, NiJ)<f=1 does not terminate. This is impossible by Corollary
1.2.
As mentioned in the paragraph after Remark 3.5 we obtain the following
COROLLARY 3.8. A locally soluble quasi-artinian group is hyperabelian.
REMARK 3.9. Hyperabelian groups need not be quasi-artinian. In fact, let
G, be a soluble group with derived length i for all i> 1. Set G = Dr^1 Gt. Then
G is hyperabelian and locally soluble (so locally quasi-artinian). But since
G ( 1 ) >G ( 2 ) > we see that G is not quasi-artinian.
Robinson showed that έ(>α2)2I n φ Π Min-<ι29I<E9I Π Min ([4, Theorem
E]). Hence we have the following
COROLLARY 3.10. qmin-<ι n 910 n φ Π Min-<3221= E$I n Min.
4.

In this section we shall present classes £ of groups such that qmin-<a n 3E =
Min-<ι .
For any class X of groups, let 3EQ denote the largest Q-closed subclass of 3£.
It is easy to see that for a group G, G e 3EQ if and only if N^G implies G/N e ϊ.
It is obvious that
Min-<α < (Min-<iE9ί)Q < (Min-<]9I)Q < (Min-<](91 n φ))Q.
For the first and second inclusions we obtain the following
PROPOSITION 4. 1 . Min-<ι < (Min-<ι E2I)Q = (Min-<ι 9I)Q.
We state the main result in this section.
THEOREM 4.2. qmin-<ι n£=Min-<j for any class £ of groups such that
Min-<ι < ϊ < (Min-<ι
Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 are group analogues of the results on Lie
algebras (Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 in [2]) and their proofs can be
carried over quite similarly. So we omit the proofs.
Robinson showed that LE9lnMin-<3 n Min-<ι29l<E9l n Min ([4, Theorem
E*]). Hence we have the following
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COROLLARY 4.3. LE2ί n qmin-<ι n (Min-<]2$Γ)Q = E$l n Min.
REMARK 4.4. There exists a group G such that
G e qmin-<] n (Min-<ι(2l n φ))Q but

G £ Min—3

(Example 5.3). Hence by Theorem 4.2 we see that
(Min-<a3ϊ)Q < (Min-<a(9I n Φ))Q.
5.

In this section we shall present several examples in connection with the
results in Sections 2 and 4.
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let S be a non-abelian simple group and let Z be the additive
group of all integers. Put G=Z~S, that is, the standard wreath product of Z
with S. Let B be the base group of G. Then B=®xeSZx where Zx^ Z for each
xeS and G = BxS. For each integer i>l we put Ni=®xeS2ίZx.
Obviously
JV 1 >JV 2 > . We note that
[αx, fe] = [0, &]*[*, 6] = (fe-^δ

for Λ, b e £ and xeS.

Let l y denote the element of Zy which is the isomorphic copy of 1. Now take any
element b of JV4. Then we can write b = ΣyeS2lny l y where nye Z for each y e S.
From the note above we have
[_ax, b] = Cε2'(-n,). 1,)* + Σ2*ny l,
= Σ2i(ny-nyx-ί)

lyeNi.

Hence [G, NJ = [S, NJsN,, which shows that JV^G and [G<m>, NJ = [S, NJ
for all w>0 and i>l. Now put fr = 2* l^e Zy Π Nf. Then for a non-trivial
element x in S
[x, b] = 2<(-l,x) + 2M, =
Hence we have [S, AΓJ > [S, JV j + 1 ] for any ί > 1. So for each w>0 we have
[G(*>, JVJ > [G("), Ni+ί~]

for any i > 1,

which implies by Corollary 1.2 that G is not quasi-artinian. However it is clear
that B and G/B are quasi-artinian. Therefore qmin-o is not E-closed.
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let S be a non-abelian simple group and let 5* be an infinite
simple group. Put G = S~S*. Then G = BxS* where B = ΌrxeS*Sx (SX^S).
Clearly B^ = B and for every subset T of 5* [£, DrxeT SJ = 1?^ Sx. Let {x l9
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} be a countable subset of S*. Then for any integer n>0

Hence by Corollary 1.2 we see that B is not quasi-artinian.
Next let M be a normal subgroup of G contained in B. Assume that M ^ 1.
Since M is normal in B we can write M = ΌrxeT Sx where Tis a non-empty subset
of S*. If Γ^S* then choose an element y of S*\T. For an element x of T we
have Sy = (Sx)x~ίy^M, a contradiction. Therefore T=S*, that is, M = B.
Now we shall show that B is the only non-trivial normal subgroup of G.
Let N be a non-trivial normal subgroup of G. Assume that Λ/TlB=l. Any
element of N is expressed as z = ax where α e £ and xeS*. Then a = ΠxeTax
(axeSx) for some finite subset Tof 5*. As T^S* there exists an element y of
S*\7: Choose l^bye Sy. Then we have
[z, 6,] = [α, fe,]*[x, ft,] = (b-r^eN n 5.
Hence b* = by, which implies that x = l. Therefore Λ^J5 and so JV = 1, a contradiction. Thus J V f Ί B ^ l . Then since NftB^iG we have N f t B = B by the
previous paragraph, and N/B-^G/B.
Since G/β is simple we have N = B.
Consequently G is artinian and so quasi-artinian. Therefore qmin-<ι is
not sn-closed.
EXAMPLE 5.3. There exists a group G satisfying the following conditions:
(1) G e qmin-<ι n (Min-<ι(a n φ))Q.
(2) Every subgroup with finite index in G is quasi-artinian.
(3) G£E9luMin-<3.
(4) G has no non-trivial soluble subnormal subgroups.
In fact, let Z+ be the set of all positive integers and let S^ be the group of all
unitary permutations of Z+, that is, all permutations which move only a finite
number of the symbols. Then define S(n) to be the stabilizer in 5^ of {n + 1,
n + 2,...}. Clearly Sn = S(n). Let A(n) be the image of An under the isomorphism.
Then ^4(5)<^4(6)<
and A^= \)n^>5A(ri) is an infinite simple group. Also
we have
Λ0<S00<Sym(Z+).
For any integer n > 3 we put k(n) = 2 + 3 H-----h n, and define

Since A%0 = A00 we define t to be the automorphism of A^ induced by α. Set
G = ^400χι<0> As <ί> is infinite we first see that G^Min-<ι.
We now claim that every subnormal subgroup (7* 1) of G contains A^. Let
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H be a subnormal subgroup (^1) of G. Then there is a finite series (Hj)i<^ °f
subgroups of G such that H = Hn^Hn_ί^'"^H0 = G. By induction on i we
show that A^^Hi. It is trivial for ϊ = 0. Let z>0 and assume that A^^H^
Suppose that \_A^ Hi+1] = ΐ and take any element h = σtm (σeA^) in Hi+1.
Then σeA(k(n)) for some n>3 and put / = max{|m|+2, n}. For an element
= (&(/) + !,fc(/)+ 2,fe(/)+ 3)6X 0 0 we have
τ

Hence τ = τ ί m and we may assume that m>0.
fe(/ + 1) we have
m

Considering that /c(/)-fw + 3<

α : fc(/) + i i—> fe(/) + m + ί for

i = 1, 2, 3.

Therefore (fc(/) + l, fc(/) + 2, /c(/) + 3) = (/c(/) + m + l, fc(/) + m + 2, fc(/) + m + 3),
which implies m = 0. So Hi+ί^A00 and H ί+1 c^ 1 ( y 4 oo ) = l > a contradiction.
Hence we have [^4^, Hi+ί]^l. Since A^^HI and Hi+ί^ιHi9 [_A^, #ί+1]<α
//i Π ^^ = AOO. By the simplicity of ^ we have A^ = \_A^ Hi+ί~}<= [#ί? Hi+ J c
^i+l

We next prove that every soluble subnormal subgroup of G must be 1. Let
H be a soluble subnormal subgroup of G and H Φ 1 . Then ^ ^ JFf by the previous
paragraph, which contradicts the simplicity of A^.
Let Nt 2 N2 ^ be a descending chain of normal subgroups of G and Nt^l.
Since G (1) = ^400 and A^^Nn for any n> 1, we have
[G'1), JVJ <= lA^ G] c ^ c #n for any n > 1.
This says that G is quasi-artinian.
Let H be a subgroup with finite index in G. Since CoreG H is of finite index
in G we have l^Core G //oG, and so ^cCorec/f ^/f. Thus H is normal in
G. For any three normal subgroups M^l (l<i<3) of H we obtain A^^Mi9
which plainly implies that

[Ml f M2] = [M1? M3] = [M15 M2 n M3] = X,,.
Hence H has the property (P). As G/# is abelian it follows froni Proposition 2.3
that H is quasi-artinian.
We finally assert that Ge(Min-<](9I n φ))Q. It is trivial that GeMin-<ι
E2I<Min-<ι(2Inφ). Let l^ΛΓoG. Then A^^N. If A^N, then \φ
N/A^G/An^ζty.
Hence G/Neg. If Λ^W, then G/N^<ί>eMin-<α
(21 Π ^P). Therefore we obtain our assertion.
From Example 5.3 we deduce that there is a semisimple quasi-artinian
group which does not satisfy the minimal condition for normal subgroups.

Quasi-artinian groups
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EXAMPLE 5.4. A group does not necessarily have the property (P). In
fact, let Qs be the group of Hamilton's quaternions. This is the group consisting
of the symbols ±1, ±i, ±j, ±k where — I = i2 = j2 = k2 and ij = k=-ji, jk =
i=-kj, ki = j=-ik. Now clearly <i> = {±l, ±i}, <;> = {±1, ± j } 9 </c> =
{±1, ±k} and these are normal in Q8. Since [1,7]= —1 we have [</>,
{ ± 1} and similarly [<i>, </c>] 2 { ± 1}. However
[<0, O'XI n [<i>, <fc>] > [<i>, O> n
because O> n<fe> = {±l} = C1(Q8).
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